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Different ways to define SDIs
National Spatial Data Infrastructure- different components: fundamental data sets,
Institutional frameworks, technology, policies, standards and human resources
Different role of users:
……to create an environment in which all stakeholders can cooperate and interact with
technology to better achieve their objectives at different political/administrative levels
…generation, dissemination and use of needed geographic information within a community or

between communities

INSPIRE Directive : metadata, spatial data sets and spatial data services;
network services and technologies; agreements on sharing, access and use;
coordination and monitoring mechanisms, processes and procedures; should
assist policy-making in relation to policies and activities that may have a direct
or indirect impact on the environment
Source: https://iotbusinessnews.com/tag/etsi/

INSPIRE build upon SDIs established and operated by MS
NSDI is part of a wider Government Data Infrastructure
• Infrastructure makes data a public asset
• Spatial data is a dimension of all data as everything
happens somewhere;
• Real value from spatial comes when integrated with
other data
• INSPIRE operating digital transformation is part of
the Digital Single Market
• DSM aims to maximizing the positive impact of digital
transformation across the whole range of policy areas

Digital Single Market
The Digital Single Market strategy aims to open up digital
opportunities for people and business and enhance Europe's
position as a world leader in the digital economy.
Built on three pillars:
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Digital Single Market Strategy -Deliveries
Creating a European Digital Economy and society with
growth potential
Ensuring that Europe's economy, industry and employment take full
advantage of what digitalisation offers.









Digitasing industry
Cloud
Inclusive digital economy and society
e-government
Standardisation & interoperability
Digital skills
Data economy

Pillar 3
ECONOMY &

SOCIETY
maximising the growth
potential of the digital
economy.

e-government action plan
Vision and underlying principles

Principles
 Digital by Default
 Once only principle
 Inclusiveness and
accessibility
 Openness &
transparency

 Cross-border by
default
 Interoperability by
default
 Trustworthiness &
Security

The Digital Economy and Society Index DESI
DESI is a composite index that summarises relevant indicators on
Europe’s digital performance and tracks the progress of EU
Member States in digital competitiveness.
The 5 dimensions of the DESI
1

Connectivity:

(Source: European Commission Digital scoreboard)

Fixed Broadband, Mobile Broadband, Broadband speed and prices

2 Human Capital: Basic Skills and Internet Use, Advanced skills and Development (4 ind)
3 Use of Internet: Citizens' use of Content, Communication and Online Transactions(7)
4 Integration of Digital Technology: Business digitization (5 ind.) and eCommerce (3 ind)
5 Digital Public Services:

eGovernment: 4 ind.-5a4 Open data (government’s commitment

to open data EU value 59% in 2016)
European Horizontal Reports and Europe's Digital Progress Country Reports

5- Digital public services
The measurement of eGovernment supply
•

supply side of eGovernment is measured through a ‘user
journey’ approach, as ordinary users of eGovernment services in
an event (i.e. life event) that requires some official action; go
through the steps of meeting the relevant administrative
requirements using public authority websites and the
online channel where possible.

•

Eight life events analysed- Online Service Completion and
Pre-filled Forms Indicators

•

losing/finding a job ; •enrolling at university; •moving •starting
a small claims procedure •buying/owning a car •Family life
•starting a business •regular business operations

State of Play of Interoperability Report 2016
National Interoperability Framework Observatory action,
supported by ISA2 programme
• In the context of the Digital Single Market Strategy for
Europe, ISA2 monitors and supports the EIF
implementation
•

Country’s eGovernment Factsheets- Legal frame, Recent
developments, strategy, infrastructure…go hand-in-hand
with INSPIRE implementation – although not always visible

•

eGovernment Action Plan 2016-2020, Focus Area 4. Develop,
maintain and promote key interoperability enablers:

Action 17. Further support the implementation and
enhancement of the INSPIRE Directive though the use of
geospatial data in digital public services.

Measuring SDI as part of digital transformation
•

DESI analyses digital interaction public service and citizens

•

Missing the effect of Interaction between public services

•

Organisational aspects not considered

Experience of INSPIRE:

•

to address implementation challenges requires overcome
organizational, coordination and regulatory issues

• Existence of National strategy for geoinformation,
eGovernment, digital transformation
• Coherent policy for data sharing (open data), reuse in the
public, private, academic, citizens

Monitoring the implementation and use of the infrastructure
for spatial information (INSPIRE Directive)
a) how public sector providers and users of spatial data sets and
services and intermediary bodies are coordinated, and of the
relationship with the third parties and of the organisation of
quality assurance;
(b) the contribution made by public authorities or third parties to the
functioning and coordination of the infrastructure for spatial
information;
(c) information on the use of the infrastructure for spatial
information;
(d) data-sharing agreements between public authorities;
(e) the costs and benefits of implementing this Directive

Make the results of monitoring accessible to the EC and to the
public on a permanent basis.

Status of implementation of the INSPIRE Directive – 2016
INSPIRE Country Fiche
1. State of Play
•

1.1 Coordination

•

1.2 Functioning and coordination of the infrastructure

•

1.3 Usage of the infrastructure for spatial information

•

1.4 Data Sharing Arrangements (PA/PA; PA/EC; Barriers &

•

1.5 Costs and Benefits

Actions)

2 Key Facts and Figures
3. Outlook (Action Plan 2016-2020)
4. Summary - How is Country doing?
•

with Specific recommendations and Suggested action

Benefits of INSPIRE are reported (M&R 2016)
in terms of:









Improvements in government coordination
Set-up National Strategy for digital geoinformation
Driver for / user of Open data
Driver for collaboration, community of actors from public
(national, regional, local), private, universities and citizens
sharing culture cross-regions /boundaries
quantified savings/years
return of investments
Use of the infrastructure
 Creation of new services by public authorities and by
private sector to serve citizens’ needs
 Creation of collaborative platforms of services

BUT NOT HARMONISED

Digital transformation works also for governments
Need for a new approach to assess cost and benefits in light
of enhanced accountability of expenses and revenues


new processes of work,



resource sharing,



new skills,



reuse of data



new forms of partnership and engagement,



More informed and evidence-based decision-making and
foresight



Enabler of transparency and good governance



opportunities to create new demand-driven quality
services while empowering beneficiaries and communities

How to measure progress?
• SDI performance assessment involves weighing outcomes
associated with SDI usage, against objectives embedded
in a strategy (Hendriks, P.H.J. et all, 2012)
 by identified indicators and standardised assess
indicator values.
• Performance concerns the SDI’s functionality (datarelated, user-related and policy objectives)
• the actual assessment of an SDI can only be
established within the context of its use, including
• Social conditions for SDI to support users’ objectives:
culture, education, willingness, ….
• Organisational conditions

Need for comprehensive holistic framework
E.g. (Kok Bas et all, 2003)

Organisational indicators of NSDI- extent to which:
• NSDI vision is supported
• Leadership exist

• Level of communication between stakeholders
• Ability of SDI stakeholders to respond to societal
problems
• Ability of SDI stakeholders to innovate
Score of indicators---adjust the strategy for further progress

How much INSPIRE counts for DSM
 Need to develop a comprehensive frame to assess
progress on digital transformation, recognizing the
enabler role of SDI Infrastructures
 Need for a common conceptual frame to assess SDI-INSPIRE
 [coherence, Efficiency]
 From success stories to indicators feeding a concept model
 How INSPIRE
 How much
actions for
 How much
actions for

operates digital transformation
INSPIRE contributes implementing policy
eGoverment
INSPIRE contributes implementing policy
DSM

How much INSPIRE counts for DSM
Conclusions
 To Conceptualise and develop a comprehensive frame to
assess digital transformation where SDI is considered
 Build upon the achievements and experience gains
 INSPIRE and its monitoring points into right direction, >or <
 More coordination at National level when reporting
related policies concerning the use of SDI/INSPIRE
 Keep cooperation at EC level to include SDI developments
& use
 across public administrations
 across sectors and whole range of policy areas
 across public administration and private /academics
/citizens

